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Abstract
Background—This study uses the Framingham Risk Score (FRS) for 10-year cardiovascular
disease (CVD) to evaluate differences between Mexican American immigrants and the U.S.-born
population.
Methods and Results—Data from the Cameron County Hispanic Cohort (N=1,559). Average
total risk scores were generated by age group for each gender. Regression analysis was conducted
adjusting for covariates and interaction effects. Both women and men in the CCHC sample who
were long-term immigrant residents (mean FRS scores women 4.2 with p<.001 vs. men 4.0 with
p<.001) or born in the U.S. (mean FRS scores women 4.6 with p<.001 vs. men 3.3 with p<.001)
had significantly higher risk scores than immigrants who had only been in this country for less
than 10 years. The interaction model indicates that differences between immigrant and native-born
Mexican Americans are most greatly felt at lowest levels of socioeconomic status for men in the
CCHC.
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Conclusions—This study suggests that in terms of immigrant advantage in CVD risk, on whom,
where, and how the comparisons are being made have important implications for the degree of
difference observed.
Keywords
Framingham risk score; Mexican American; risk factors; immigrant; cardiovascular disease
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are among the leading causes of mortality for both men and
women in the United States.1 African Americans have the highest mortality rates from CVD,
followed by non-Hispanic Whites and then Mexican Americans.2 Since Mexican Americans
are more likely to live in poverty than non-Hispanic Whites, the fact that they have lower
CVD mortality is unusual because it has been linked to economic disadvantage in other
ethnic groups.3 Immigration is a common explanation for the lower CVD mortality among
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Mexican Americans,4 since over 50% of Mexican Americans are born in Mexico, and
immigrants are known to have better health and mortality outcomes than their native-born
counterparts.5–8 In fact, Mexican American immigrants have been observed to have lower
subclinical vascular disease than non-Hispanic Whites and U.S.-born Mexican Americans,
and, lower biological risk factors for CVD and mortality (such as triglycerides and
cholesterol).9–10 Moreover, when comparing U.S.-born and immigrant Mexican American
cardiovascular mortality to that of non-Hispanic Whites, it is only the immigrants who have
the advantage over the non-Hispanic Whites.4
Immigration is an economic process in which people come to a new country in search of
opportunities to improve the quality of life for them and their families.11 Mexican American
immigrants to the U.S. are exposed to occupational hazards,12 discrimination,13 and
separation from their families.14 As immigrants stay in the U.S., their economic situation
may improve as they find better jobs, gain legal residency, and establish familial ties or
social networks in their new country.11 These changes in socioeconomic standing may also
correspond to changes in health status that may contribute to cardiovascular disease and
risk.15 However, socioeconomic advancement depends on economic environment.16 In
predominantly poor areas, such as in the U.S.-Mexico border region, the economic trajectory
observed for immigrants may not be typical of economic trajectories in general, thereby
resulting in differentials in CVD risk.
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The current study makes use of the Framingham Risk Score (FRS) for 10-year CVD risk to
evaluate risk in Mexican Americans living in South Texas on the U.S.-Mexico border. The
Framingham Risk Score (FRS)17 is a tool that was created by the Framingham Heart
Study17 to predict 10-year CVD risk in the general population living in the United States.
Risk factors for CVD are weighted and compiled into an overall score. This score has been
used to test the predictability of CVD onset within 10 years, and mortality from CVD, with
high reliability.18 The FRS has also been used in a number of studies to determine the
association with other CVD indicators. For example, Park et al. 2010 examined the
relationship between inflammatory markers and the FRS for coronary artery disease (CAD)
10-year risk.19 Participants with low-grade systemic inflammation and
hyperhomocysteinemia had higher 10-year risk for CAD. Moreover the FRS has been shown
to correlate with whole-body magnetic resonance angiography (WB-MRA) that evaluates
arterial vasculature and the atherosclerosis score index (ASI).20
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Several studies have examined racial and ethnic differences in CVD risk,21–23 and a few
studies have used the FRS to evaluate differences in cardiovascular risk between immigrants
and U.S.-born people in the Mexican origin population.24,25 However, comparisons between
short-term immigrants, long-term immigrants and the U.S.-born have not been fully
explored in this population. This study will provide insight into socioeconomic factors that
may be responsible for the anomalous fact that Mexican Americans have unusually low
CVD mortality rates despite their high rates of poverty by comparing CVD risk in shortterm immigrants, long-term immigrants, and U.S.-born Mexican Americans.
Data collection for this study occurred in Brownsville, Texas, which is located in the Rio
Grande Valley (RGV); the four counties contained in the southernmost tip of Texas
bordering Mexico. Eighty-seven percent of the population is of Mexican descent,26 nearly
90% of residents report Spanish as the language most often spoken at home,27 and
approximately 31.9% of the population of Brownsville are immigrants.28 Although
Brownsville is one of the fastest-growing regions of the country, it is home to the poorest of
the U.S. poor, ranking among the lowest in the nation in per capita income with one-third of
residents living below the poverty line.27 In addition, about one third of its residents over 25
years of age have less than a ninth-grade education, which is about four times higher the
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national average.26 The primary objectives of this study are therefore to establish 10-year
CVD risk in a sample of poor Mexican Americans living in a border city and to determine
the effect of years in the U.S. in this region by economic status and life-course stage on
CVD risk.

Methods
Study population and sample
The Cameron County Hispanic Cohort (CCHC) is the data source for this analysis. The
CCHC is a sample of community-residing, Mexican-origin adults 18 years of age and older.
The sample was chosen using multi-stage cluster design from randomly selected first and
third socioeconomic quartile census tracts in the city of Brownsville, Texas, which is located
on the U.S.-Mexico border.29
The total sample consists of 2,000 subjects in the CCHC; however, due the age range to
construct the FRS (i.e., 30 to 75 years) and missing data in 12 subjects, 1,559 subjects are
used for the present analysis. In order to adjust for the sample selection methodology,
sampling weights were used in all analyses. In addition to adjusting for the sampling
weights, the estimates from the regression are also adjusted for potential strata and
clustering effects.
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The FRS for 10-year CVD risk was constructed using the algorithm from the Framingham
Heart Study.17 The risk score was constructed using actual measured blood pressure and
cholesterol and high-density lipoprotein values taken from fasting blood samples from the
participants.29 In addition, untreated and treated systolic blood pressure was determined by
whether participants were on anti-hypertensive medications. Subjects were assigned a
weighted score for their age, diabetes status, cholesterol level, high-density lipoproteins (<
40), systolic blood pressure (treated and untreated), gender, and whether they smoked at the
time of interview. For example, a man who was a current smoker would be given four
points, while a female smoker would be assigned three points. Additionally, a man who was
35 would be given two points, while a 65-year old man would be given 12 points. All points
were added and an overall FRS was assigned to each participant in both samples. A higher
overall score indicates a higher 10-year CVD risk. Mexican Americans were coded as U.S.born, immigrant less than 10 years in U.S., and immigrant 10 or more years in the U.S.
Education was measured as high school graduate (yes/no) and income as less than $10,000,
$10,000 to $19,999, and $20,000 or more. In order to evaluate life-course stage variation a
categorical variable was created: early adulthood (30–39 years), middle age (40–60 years)
and old age (61–75 years). In addition the following health conditions were included as
descriptive indicators in Table 2: diabetes, high cholesterol, hypertension, and current
smoker.
Analysis
Due to the fact that sex-specific scores are generated using the FRS, all analysis is
conducted separately for men and women. Descriptive statistics were generated using
STATA 11 SE 30 by sex and age group. Average total risk scores were generated by age
group for each sex. Regression analysis was conducted adjusting for covariates and
interaction effects. Because the FRS score was normally distributed and had negative values,
an OLS regression was conducted in STATA using the svy:reg command. Additionally,
because age is part of the FRS algorithm, we conducted a separate regression analysis by
life-course stage to evaluate age-specific effects on immigrant status. Sampling weights
were used to adjust for sampling design and clustering effects are accounted for using
STATA.30
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Table 1 shows demographic and selected health conditions for the CCHC participants. There
are significantly lower proportions of male and female immigrants who are high school
graduates compared with U.S.-born males and females. As seen in Table 1, the majority of
U.S.-born earn less than $20,000, and the majority of immigrants earn less than $10,000 a
year. These statistics illustrate the overwhelming disadvantage of being an immigrant that
has been previously documented.27
In Table 1, statistics on self-reported conditions are presented by sex and immigration status.
Mexican American immigrants who have been in the U.S. less than 10 years have the lowest
prevalence of diabetes. However, immigrants who have been in the U.S. 10 or more years
have a higher prevalence of diabetes than the people who are U.S.-born. In terms of CVD,
immigrants in the U.S. less than 10 years have the lowest prevalence of high cholesterol and
hypertension for both sexes. However, differences are only significant for hypertension in
men. Immigrant women have the lowest percentage of smokers, while male immigrants who
have lived in the U.S. for less than 10 years have the highest. These differences, however,
are not statistically significant. Finally, for both men and women, immigrants who have
lived in the United States for less than 10 years have the lowest average FRS, while
immigrants in the U.S. 10 years or longer had the highest.
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Table 2 presents stratified by sex regression coefficients for total FRS. There is a protective
effect of high school graduation on FRS, whereas women who graduated from high school
had, on average, scores 3.2 (p<.001) less than their non-graduate counterparts. Similarly,
men with high school diplomas had scores 2.0 (p<.01) points less than their counterparts.
Both women and men in the CCHC sample who were in the U.S. less than 10 years had
significantly lower FRS scores than the U.S. born (women −2.7 (p<.01), men −2.3 (p<.05)).
However, immigrant men in the U.S. 10 years or longer had on average 1.55 (p<.01) higher
FRS scores than the U.S. born. For men, with respect to income, FRS scores were
significantly lower than the reference category for $20,000 or greater (β= −2.7 p<.05) and
for missing (β= −2.8, p<.05).
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An interaction model did not yield significant effects for education, but did for income for
men only. Figure 1 displays adjusted FRS score interaction effects for immigrant status by
income level for men. There are two important patterns that can be gleaned from this figure.
First, immigrants in the U.S. less than 10 years have FRS scores at or below 10 in all income
groups. Second, immigrants in the U.S. for less than 10 years have substantially lower FRS
scores than both U.S.-born and immigrants in the U.S. for 10 years or longer, in the less than
$10,000 income category and the $10,000 to $19,999 income category, but not the $20,000
or more category. Moreover, FRS scores for immigrants in the US for more than 10 years
and the U.S.-born in the two lowest income categories are both much higher than
immigrants in the U.S. less than 10 years.
In order to evaluate any life-course specific differences between immigrants and U.S.-born
people, regression analysis was conducted stratified by age group and gender (Table 3). For
both women and men, significant differences by nativity can be observed but only for those
participants who were between the ages of 40 to 60 years. Women immigrants who have
been in the U.S. less than 10 years have significantly lower Framingham Risk Scores than
the US born (−1.54, p=.004). Additionally, for men who are immigrants living in the U.S.
less than 10 years, on average, scored 2.18 (p=.004) less than the U.S.-born. Immigrant men
in the U.S. 10 years or longer scored on average 1.10 points less, however the relationship
was only marginally significant (p=.096).
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The purpose of this study was to evaluate differences in duration of time in the U.S. by
socioeconomic status and life course stage in CVD risk in poor Mexican Americans living in
South Texas on the U.S.-Mexico border. Poverty in and of itself is a risk factor for CVD,31
at the same time, Mexican American immigrants have been observed as having lower CVD
than the U.S.-born.9–10 Findings from this study are consistent with previous studies that
immigrants who lived in the U.S. for less than 10 years had lower FRS scores than U.S.born people as well as immigrants who lived in the U.S. for more than 10 years, however
this difference appears to be primarily among the middle-aged, or subjects between the ages
of 40 to 60. Previous research on CVD in the Mexican American population has relied on
one source of data or only looked at immigrants compared with U.S.-born Hispanic
Americans or non-Hispanic Whites, ignoring duration of time in the United States or lifecourse stage.32 For example, Morales et al. 200932 using the Hispanic Health And Nutrition
Examination Survey (HANES) and National Health And Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES) data did stratify analysis by sex observed temporal differences in the effect of
immigrant status between the Hispanic HANES (1982–1984) and the NHANES data (1999–
2004), however did not find within-survey differences between immigrant and U.S.-born
Mexican Americans. Morales et al. 200932 did not take into account length of time in the
U.S., which in the present study revealed differences between short-term and long-term
immigrants.
Previous studies have compared Mexican American immigrants with U.S.-born Mexian
Americans or non-Hispanic Whites have usually combined both sexes in the analysis, 4 a
major shortcoming. For example, Stern et al.4 using data from the San Antonio Heart Study
did not find significant difference between U.S.-born and immigrant Mexican Americans in
several risk factors, including previous heart attacks, stroke, blood pressure, and cholesterol
or body mass index. By using sex-stratified analysis the findings from this study revealed an
effect from income on the relationship between immigrant status and the FRS 10-year CVD
risk for men only. Socialization differences and immigration patterns may explain these
differences. For example, Mexican American men have been found to have higher
undiagnosed metabolic conditions than their female counterparts.33
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While education provided little clue to differences between immigrants and the U.S.-born,
there were stark differences in the lowest-income groups. Increased income was associated
with lower FRS 10-year CVD risk in the CCHC sample. The interaction model suggests that
differences between immigrant and native-born Mexican Americans are greatest at lowest
levels of socioeconomic status for men in this study. These may be due to a number of
factors, such as smoking behaviors, obesity, and dietary behaviors or diabetes differentials
that may exist between poor immigrant and U.S.-born Mexican Americans. For example
among poor Mexican Americans living in the Texas-Mexico border region, immigrants had
significantly different nutritional beliefs.15 However, few studies have fully explored these
possibilities. Most studies of CVD disparities have focused only on country of birth.4,10 One
exception is Gallo et al.34 who used the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA)
study data to evaluate subclinical vascular disease. Gallo et al.’s study demonstrated that
there was a modestly significant interaction effect of acculturation and socioeconomic status
on subclinical vascular disease. However, again, Gallo et al.’s34 study did not stratify by
sex. Sex-specific acculturation associations have been found in self-reported hypertension,
smoking, and disability, and in mortality among higher-income older Mexican Americans.35
The findings from the current study provide added evidence that immigrant advantage for
men in CVD risk is related to socioeconomic status. Future studies on cardiovascular and
other diseases should include socioeconomic interactions with duration of residency in the
United States in the analysis.
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The FRS for 10-year CVD risk is an instrument that has been used in previous studies to
demonstrate risk, correlations, and disparities in various groups.17,36 In this study the FRS is
used to compare groups by immigrant status and income in cross-sectional data.
Nevertheless, having longitudinal or mortality data to confirm the speculation of 10-year
risk in this population would be very beneficial. Although other studies have measured the
reliability of this instrument in predicting subsequent disease or mortality on other
populations and Hispanic groups (e.g., Puerto Ricans), 18 no study has done so in the
Mexican American population. Doing so would provide greater insight into the CVD
paradox of this population. In addition, this study did not include contextual variables, such
as socioeconomic conditions or access to health care services that would provide greater
understanding of the influence of social context on CVD risk in the Mexican American
population living in the United States.
Despite its limitations, this study provides insight into CVD risk in the Mexican American
population in the United States. Low-income Mexican American men who are U.S.-born or
long-term resident immigrants carry a high burden of CVD risk. Middle-aged short-term
immigrant men and women may have an advantage over their U.S. born peers. Despite
paradoxical trends in cardiovascular disease and mortality in Mexican Americans as a
whole, poverty continues to exert its influence on this ethnic group.
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Figure 1.

Framingham Risk Score by Income and Immigrant Status for the CCHC Men
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214 (93.5)

$20,000+

Missing

No Health Insurance (n(%))

52 (7.5)
11.9 (.13)

23 (8.7)
84 (32.4)
50 (22.1)
21 (7.2)
7.38 (.21)

Diabetes

High Cholesterol

Hypertension

Current Smoker

Framingham Risk Score (mean ± s.e.)

176 (33.1)

233 (40.7)

105 (18.6)

126 (52.8)

311 (54.5)

83 (12.7)

Obese

Health Conditions (n(%))

116 (22.2)

53 (25.1)

$10,000–$19,000

159 (26.6)

73 (32.3)

<$10,000

198 (38.5)

51.4 (11.9)

42.9 (11.2)

Income (n(%))

157 (27.6)

65 (31.8)

556 (53.4)

225 (21.9)

Age (mean ± s.d.)

10+

<10

High School Graduate (yes=1) (n(%))

Total (n(%))

10.7 (.17)

26 (10.4)

80 (29.5)

85 (30.4)

43 (14.7)

170 (58.3)

162 (55.9)

63 (19.6)

77 (33.1)

64 (21.9)

69 (25.5)

46.0 (13.2)

149 (56.3)

273 (24.7)

US Born

Women

.000

.212

.117

.068

.013

.677

.000

.000

.000

.000

p-value

9.34 (.31)

47 (33.8)

16 (14.8)

53 (43.7)

12 (8.9)

54 (43.1)

109 (86.0)

39 (36.9)

18 (14.0)

34 (24.1)

36 (25.1)

43.2 (11.4)

48 (38.7)

127 (22.9)

<10

12.2 (.07)

50 (26.0)

52 (29.7)

95 (46.5)

45 (25.2)

86 (40.8)

128 (61.4)

47 (27.3)

45 (18.9)

54 (26.8)

51 (27.1)

52.8 (10.8)

60 (30.0)

197 (38.1)

10+

Men

11.3 (.17)

50 (32.7)

57 (23.4)

79 (42.9)

33 (16.3)

102 (56.8)

90 (50.5)

43 (28.1)

64 (31.0)

54 (33.2)

20 (7.6)

45.5 (12.1)

131 (77.9)

181 (39.1)

US Born

Demographic characteristics and health condition prevalence for the CCHC sample (univariate).

.000

.286

.049

.754

.002

.099

.000

.008

.000

.000

p-value
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14.3*** (10.9, 17.7)

.16 (−1.48, 1.80)
11.4*** (8.33, 14.58)

Missing

Constant

−2.8 (−5.65, .129)

−1.2 (−3.35, .910)

High School Graduate (yes=1)
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−1.4 (−4.04, 1.32)
1.1 (−2.19, 4.36)

$20,000+

Missing

−1.1 (−4.21, 2.06)
−2.2 (−6.46, 2.03)
.79 (−2.58, 4.17)
.66 (−2.98, 4.30)

Less than 10 years * High School Graduate

Less than 10 years *$10,000 to $19,000

Less than 10 years *$20,000+

Less than 10 years * Missing

Interaction effects

.72 (−1.20, 2.63)

$10,000–$19,000

3.8* (.050, 7.64)

5.5* (.181, 10.8)

.91 (−4.29, 6.11)

.68 (−2.61, 3.97)

−3.9**(−6.84, −1.05)

−3.4* (−6.61, −.157)

−1.20 (−5.69, 3.29)

1.2 (−.656, 3.02)

3.3* (.013, 6.55)

10+ years

Income (<$10,000= ref cat)

−5.3** (−8.48, −2.12)

−1.7 (−4.61, 1.16)

Less than 10 years

Nativity (US Born=ref. cat)

Main effects

Interaction Models

−2.8* (−5.02, −.552)

−1.6 (−3.35, .230)

−2.7* (−4.80, −.679)

−.42 (−1.90, 1.06)

$20,000+

−1.2 (−3.54, 1.12)

1.55** (.505, 2.60)

$10,000–$19,000

Income (<$10,000= ref cat)

.98 (−.948, 2.91)

10+ years

−2.3* (−4.08, −.593)

−2.0* (−3.68, −.372)

−3.2***(−4.80, −1.57)

−2.7** (−4.59, −.80)

Men

Women

Less than 10 years

Nativity (US Born=ref. cat)

High School Graduate (yes=1)

CCHC

Multivariate OLS Regression results for the Framingham Risk Score.
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P<.001

***

p<.01,

**

p <.05,

*

Note: Results presented as Beta coefficients with 95% Confidence Interval. Age is not included as a covariate since it is used in the construction of the Framingham Risk Score.

13.4*** (11.2, 15.5)

6.7***(3.82, 9.51)

Constant

−1.3 (−4.20, 1.50)
.08 (−2.15, 2.31)

−.79 (−4.50, 2.91)

10+ Years*$20,000+

−1.2 (−5.09, 2.70)

−2.2 (−6.46, 2.03)

−1.2 (−4.44, 2.01)

10+ Years*$10,000 to $19,000

1.6 (−2.20, 5.40)

Men

10+ Years* Missing

−3.1 (−6.21, .009)

10+ Years* High School Graduate
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†
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Women
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.058 (.894)
.125 (.845)
−.007 (.987)

$10,000–$19,000

$20,000+

Missing

.499 (.232)

−1.90 (.002)

−.410 (.417)

−1.54 (.004)

−.081 (.881)

−.120 (.884)

−1.76 (.046)

−1.34 (.211)

−.680 (.432)

−1.84 (.017)

.613 (.602)

Old Age

P<.001

***

p<.01,

p <.05,

**

*

Note: Results presented as Beta coefficients with p-values in parentheses.

†

.023 (.964)

Less than 10 years

Income (<$10,000= ref cat)

.361 (.369)

−.696 (.053)

−.972 (.081)

10+ years

Nativity (US Born=ref. cat)

High School Graduate (yes=1)

Middle Age

Young Adult

Women

.008 (.992)

.620 (.574)

−.383 (.668)

−.196 (.821)

−.113 (.899)

−.412 (.602)

Young Adult

OLS Regression results by age group for the Framingham Risk Score.

−1.48 (.106)

−1.62 (.100)

−1.17 (.229)

−2.18 (.004)

−1.10 (.096)

−1.21 (.084)

Middle Age

Men

−1.69 (.107)

−3.72 (.002)

−.528 (.563)

.026 (.981)

−.107 (.856)

−.007 (.992)

Old Age
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